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CALL US TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION
For Inquiries about our security services, please contact us
at orlando@goldskysecurity.com or call 407-853-8400

- Ed Gillcrist
Founder & CEO @ The Shackleton Group

“We could not be more pleased with our partnership with 
GoldSky Security.  The experience and professionalism from 
your team has exceeded our expectations from day one. 
Your team was on-site within a week of our initial call. We 
appreciate the responsiveness and expertise you provided in 
performing our NIST 800-171 Gap Assessment and now 
CSOaaS program.  Having an On-Demand CSO partner to CSOaaS program.  Having an On-Demand CSO partner to 
assist us in building a sound cybersecurity program while 
maintaining NIST 800-171 compliance has proven to be both 
efficient and cost-effective. Thanks!”

SAMPLING OF SERVICES

Security Risk Assessments - Perform a NIST based security risk 
assessment to identify gaps and vulnerabilities within your 
environment. 

Remediation & Policy Development - Develop IT and security 
policies to achieve compliance and increase the security of the 
organization through defined and repeatable processes.

Compliance Management - Compliance Management - Identify, plan, manage, and 
budget the adherence to cybersecurity compliance programs, 
as applicable to the client.

Vendor Management - Work with existing new vendors to
ensure their compliance with security best practices and
security compliance objectives.

Incident Response & Disaster Recovery - Prepare and perform 
incident response table top exercises for the Company to incident response table top exercises for the Company to 
ensure proper handling needed.

Technology Selection - Assist in selection of security 
technologies, to include remote monitoring, SIEM, Endpoint 
Security, and more.

GoldSky Security takes a risk-based approach to security. It’s understood that security is not something 
that can ever be fully implemented. Therefore, we work with our clients to progress through the security 
maturity model, building a more secure organization from the ground-up.  This progression involves 
various processes, such as: determining compliance or regulatory requirements; negotiating security 
requirements with partners; development of policies and procedures; assisting in security-related human 
resource matters; development of threat models; and more. 

CSOaaS OVERVIEW

On-demand CSO services that allow 
you to invest in the protection and growth 
of your business without incurring 
the cost of full time employees

Chief Security Officer as a Service 
(CSOaaS)
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